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Abstract
This paper details the Johns Hopkins
speech translation (ST) system used in the
IWLST2022 dialect speech translation task.
Our system uses a cascade of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and machine translation
(MT). We use a Conformer model for ASR
systems and a Transformer model for machine
translation. Surprisingly, we found that while
using additional ASR training data resulted in
only a negligible change in performance as
measured by BLEU or word error rate (WER),
aggressive text normalization improved BLEU
more significantly. We also describe an
approach, similar to back-translation, for
improving performance using synthetic dialect
source text produced from source sentences in
mismatched dialects.

1 Introduction

In this paper we describe the JHU dialect speech
translation submissions and their development. Di-
alects are varieties of a language spoken by a group
of people, often in a specific geographic location.
In many languages, standard rules of pronunciation,
orthography and syntax, but also available data re-
sources are drawn from a single dominant dialect.
A challenge for all language technologies, includ-
ing automatic speech recognition (ASR), machine
translation (MT), and speech translation (ST), is
how to deal with non-standard dialects for which
no formal orthography, grammar, or even data exist.
Because many dialects are rarely if ever written,
evaluation of ASR and MT on dialect speech is not
even particularly well defined. However, there are
no such problems evaluating speech translation on
dialect speech, which here refers to the task of pro-
ducing target language text from source language
audio inputs.

A focus of both the dialect speech translation
task and our system development, is how to lever-
age available resources from the standard dialect
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to improve performance on non-standard dialects.
The dialect translation task focuses specifically on
Tunisian Arabic.

Arabic and its dialects lie on a dialect contin-
uum unified by a single standardized dialect, Mod-
ern standard Arabic (MSA) (Badawi et al., 2013).
MSA is the primary language of formal and writ-
ten communications (e.g. news broadcasts, parlia-
ments and religion). However, most native Arabic
speakers use local dialects in daily life, which gen-
erally lack a standard written form. Certain dialects,
such as Algerian, Tunisian, and Moroccan Arabic
also have strong Romance, and Berber substrates,
and may exhibit a high degree of code-switching,
especially with French.

Traditionally, speech translation systems have
been built by cascading ASR and MT models to
form a speech translation chain (Dixon et al., 2011).
However, the more recent end-to-end approach (Be-
rard et al., 2016; Weiss et al., 2017), which directly
translates the source speech to target text, is appeal-
ing for this task since since both ASR and MT are
ill-defined for unwritten spoken dialects, and there
were relatively large amounts of translated speech
(∼160 hrs). We found, somewhat surprisingly dur-
ing initial experimentation (See rows 1,2 of Table
7), that cascaded systems outperformed their end-
to-end counterparts. For this reason, we focused on
building cascaded systems. We leave diagnosis of
the worse performance of the end-to-end systems
to future work.

Our systems incorporated three improvements
over the provided baseline. 1. We aggressively
normalized the Tunisian Arabic transcripts, which
led to improved MT performance. 2. We use addi-
tional MSA bi-text by pretraining models on these
data using a shared BPE model with a large num-
ber of BPE units for both the MSA and Tunisian
data. 3. We show that training on synthetic Tunisian
source sentences instead of the MSA source sen-
tences provides small improvements.
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2 The Dialect Speech Translation Task

The dialect speech translation task permitted sub-
missions using models trained assuming different
resource constraints, called: (A) basic, (B) dialect
adaptation, and (C) unconstrained. We refer to
these conditions as (A), (B) and (C) in the rest of
the paper.

2.1 Data description

The total amount of data for the three conditions is
listed in Table 1, with details of train, development
and test1 sets in Table 2.

The development and test1 sets are provided
by the organizers. The data are 3-way parallel:
Tunisian Arabic transcripts and English transla-
tions are available for each Tunisian Arabic audio
utterance. We use the development set for model
comparison and hyperparameter tuning, and the
test1 set for evaluating our ST systems. Finally,
the task organizers provided a blind evaluation set
(test2) during the evaluation period for final com-
parison of submissions. We used the test2 set to
generate English translations, which were scored
by the organizers.

For condition (C), we explored using pretrained
audio representations trained only on additional
unlabeled audio. However, we applied the exact
same MT models as used in conditions (A) and (B).

3 Methods

We model the speech translation problem as a two
step process. First, input audio is converted to
source language text via an ASR model. Next,
an MT model, which may have been trained on
entirely different data from the ASR model, is used
to translate the ASR output transcript into target
language sentences. This model is known as a
cascade model.

While cascade models suffer from a few well
known problems, such as compounding error and
inability to make direct use of the acoustic signal
to improve translation quality, their modularity fa-
cilitates training on and incorporation of additional
resources such as transcribed speech, bi-text, mono-
lingual text, and unlabeled source language audio.
We describe how we used these available resources
to train the ASR and MT models in our ST cascade
in each data condition.

3.1 ASR

Condition (A). We train our ASR model using
the Tunisian Arabic audio and transcripts from the
training set.

Condition (B). The MGB-2 data from condi-
tion (B) is used to train a large scale MSA con-
former. The parameters of our conformer model
are adopted from (Hussein et al., 2022). Then
the pretrained model is fine-tuned on the Tunisian
training data from condition (A). There are several
sources of domain mismatch since the Tunisian
data is sampled at 8KHz from telephone channel
and the MGB-2 is sampled at 16KHz from broad-
cast news. As a result in this work we compare
between two domain matching strategies for pre-
training and fine-tuning: 1) Pretrain on 16KHz mi-
crophone data and fine-tune on up-sampled 16KHz
telephone data, 2) Pretrain on down-sampled 8KHz
microphone data and fine-tune on 8KHz telephone
data.

Condition (C). We use the pretrained Wav2Vec2
multilingual model, XLSR-53 (Conneau et al.,
2021) and fine-tune with the training data from con-
dition (A). This model was trained on unlabeled
speech in 53 languages, but notably, 1,000+hr of
telephone conversations in 17 languages. There
are some read prompts in Arabic, as well as a
significant amount of French, which we suspect
makes this model a better suited starting point for
a Tunisian dialect ASR system.

3.2 MT

We use a transformer architecture for our MT mod-
els in condition (A) and (B). The model sizes are
adjusted according to the amount of training data.
We did not train MT models with extra data from
condition (C).

Condition (A). We use the training data from
condition (A). Two Byte-pair encoding (BPE) mod-
els were separately trained for Tunisian and English
and applied to train, development and test1 sets.
The trained model is referred as “Ta2En-basic”.

Condition (B). We used two adaptation ap-
proaches. The first one is fine-tuning. We combine
the Tunisian and MSA text to train a universal Ara-
bic BPE model and use it to encode all the Arabic
text. We also combine the English text from condi-
tion (A) and (B) to train an English BPE model and
encode all the English text; an MT model, which
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Condition ASR MT

(A) Basic 166 hours of manually transcribed
Tunisian speech

∼212 k lines of manually translated
English from Tunisian

(B) Dialect adaptation
1200 hours of Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA) broadcast news speech with
transcripts from MGB-2 (Ali et al., 2016)

∼42,000k lines of bitext in
MSA-English for MT
from the organizers (downloaded
from OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012)

(C) Unconstrained
any English, Arabic dialects, or
multilingual models beyond English
and Arabic

any English, Arabic dialects,
or multilingual models
beyond English and Arabic

Table 1: Data for different conditions, provided by the organizers.

ASR (hours) MT (lines)
train (condition A) 160 ∼202k
train (condition B) 1200+160 ∼42M
dev 3.0 3833
test1 3.3 4204
test2 3.6 4288

Table 2: Details for train, dev and test1 sets for condition
(A) and (B).

we call “Msa2En”, is trained with MSA-English
data from condition (B). The Msa2En model is then
fine-tuned with the Tunisian-English data from con-
dition (A), and called “Msa2En-tune”.

The second method additionally tries to reduce
the domain mismatch between conditions (B) and
(A). Let pθ (yt | ys), be an MT model with parame-
ters, θ, trained on MSA-English bi-text, that gen-
erates English target sentences, yt, conditioned
on source sentences, ys. Let p (ys) denote the
marginal density over MSA source sentences. Let
q (ys) denote the marginal density over Tunisian
Arabic source sentences, and let us assume that
the conditional density, p (yt | ys), between English
and MSA sentences, is the same as between En-
glish and Tunisian sentences. A good model should
ideally then minimize

Eq(ys) [D(p (yt | ys) ∥ pθ (yt | ys))] , (1)

the expected value of the KL-divergence between
the model posteriors and ground-truth Tunisian
data over the Tunisian data. However, when train-
ing on the MSA data, the model is instead trained
using

Ep(ys) [D(p (yt | ys) ∥ pθ (yt | ys))] , (2)

i.e, with the empirical MSA data marginal
density, p (ys), instead of the Tunisian marginal,
q (ys). We can reduce this dialect mismatch in
training by using an extra back-translation model

(Sennrich et al., 2016) to convert MSA text to
Tunisian. Formally, we use this back-translation
model, qϕ (ys|y′s), with parameters, ϕ, to generate
samples that approximate draws from q (ys). We
therefore propose to train our model to minimize

Eqϕ(ys|y′s) [D(p (yt | ys) ∥ pθ (yt | ys))] . (3)

Because we have extra bi-text instead of simply
monolingual text, we can choose to either back-
translate the MSA source text to Tunisian, using
English as a pivot language (i.e., y′s is an MSA sen-
tence), or we can back-translate directly from the
English target text (i.e, y′s = yt). We trained both
back-translation models, but ultimately trained us-
ing the MSA to Tunisian model following the steps
below:

• Train an English to MSA MT model using the
data from Table 2 condition (B). This model
is referred to as “En2Msa”,

• Translate the English from condition (A) to
MSA, using the “En2Msa” model from the
previous step. Thus, we obtain the paired
Tunisian-MSA translation data, while the
Tunisian are manually transcribed and the
MSA are machine-translated.

• Train an MSA to Tunisian MT model, which
we call “Msa2Ta”, i.e., qϕ (y|y′), with training
data from the previous step.

• Translate the MSA from condition (B) to
Tunisian, using the “Msa2Ta” model from the
previous step from which we obtain around
42,000k pairs of Tunisian-English MT data.

• Train a Tunisian to English model with the
data obtained from the previous step, referred
as “Ta2En-bt”.
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Figure 1: Generation of the back-translation model,
qϕ (ys | y′s), used in our MT system. The En2Msa
model is trained using the Condition (b) bi-text. The
target English data from Condition (a) is passed through
the En2Msa model to generate Condition (a) MSA
source sentences (Translated MSA). We train an Msa2Ta
model, i.e., qϕ (ys | y′s), using the Condition (a) Tunisian
and Translated MSA. All Condition (b) MSA data is
converted to Tunisian (Translated Tunisian). The final
Ta2En-bt model is trained using the Translated Tunisian
data as source sentences instead of the original Condi-
tion (b) MSA data.

• Fine-tune the above model, with data from
condition (A), this model is referred to as
“Ta2En-bt-tune”.

The steps are illustrated in Figure 1, except the last
step for fine-tuning.

We attempted to benchmark the different back-
translation approaches by comparing the En2Msa
+ Msa2Ta cascade on the dev and test1 sets against
the simpler, direct En2Ta approach using a sin-
gle “En2Ta” model trained using the transcripts
and translations from condition (A). However, the
comparison is not completely fair. We also report
performance of the En2Msa model on the condition
(B) development and test sets, which each contains
40,000 randomly selected sentences from the six
subsets from OPUS. Results are shown in table 3.

First, we see that the En2Msa model performs
fairly well, with a BLEU score above 30, which is
significantly higher than translation from English
to Tunisian (row En2Ta). Next, comparing the
rows En2Ta and Msa2Ta, it appears that direct
translation from English to Tunisian performs bet-
ter. However, the Msa2Ta model may appear to
perform artificially worse due to domain mismatch
between the condition (B) and (A) English targets,
as well as due to compounding errors from the se-
quential use of the 2 translation models, En2Msa,
and Msa2Ta. We will conduct a “real” evaluation of
our “Msa2Ta” model using ground-truth MSA-TA

data (rather than synthetic MSA) in future work.

Model dev test1

En2Msa 31.7 31.4
En2Ta 14.2 12.1
Msa2Ta 10.6 10.6

Table 3: BLEU scores evaluating the back-translation
quality of the En2Msa, En2Ta and Msa2Ta models.

4 Experiments

To test our approach, we conducted experiments
on the ASR, MT, and ST tasks. In all experiments,
unless otherwise stated we performed additional
text normalization in order to reduce some of the
orthographic variation in the Tunisian transcripts.
In all experiments and for all languages / dialects,
we remove punctuation, using the scripts provided
by the organizer.1

For both Tunisian and MSA, we convert eastern
Arabic digits to western Arabic digits, and remove
diacritics and single character words. We also per-
form Alif/Ya/Ta-Marbuta normalization, which re-
moves distinctions within three sets of characters
that are often written inconsistently in dialect Ara-
bic and even sometimes in modern standard Arabic:
Alif forms ( A = @ ,


@ , @,

�
@), Ya forms ( y = ø
 , Y

= ø, and Ta-Marbuta forms ( p = �è , h = è). For
English, we keep all the text in lowercase, as the
evaluation is performed on lowercased English text,
and we use MOSES (Koehn et al., 2007) for text
tokenization. It is difficult to assess the normaliza-
tion affect on the quality of the ASR. However, we
can measure its effect on the downstream task of
translation, described in section 4.2.

4.1 ASR experiments

We tested to what extent additional MSA resources
might benefit the ASR performance on the Tunisian
dialect data. All models for conditions (A) and (B)
are trained using Espnet (Watanabe et al., 2018) us-
ing the hybrid attention / CTC architecture (Watan-
abe et al., 2017) and decoding (Hori et al., 2017).

Baseline-small. We improve the Baseline end-to-
end conformer model provided by the organizer2 by
reducing its number of parameters: BPE units 1000
-> 500, CNN sub-sampling kernel 31 -> 15. This

1https://github.com/kevinduh/iwslt22-dialect
2https://github.com/espnet/espnet/blob/master/egs2/iwslt22_dialect/asr1
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model is trained with only the Tunisian data from
condition (A). The details of the Baseline-small
architecture are provided in Table 4.

MGB-tune. The provided MGB-2 data from con-
dition (B) was used to pretrain a large conformer
model, with parameters parameters adopted from
(Hussein et al., 2022) as shown in Table 4. Then
the pretrained model is fine-tuned on Tunisian data
from condition (A) by updating all model param-
eters with 1/10 of the learning rate that was used
during the training similar to (Hussein et al., 2021).
The original MGB-2 dataset comes with very long
segments >100 seconds. We noticed that training
on these segments was preventing the model from
converging. As a result we used a better MGB-2
segmentation from (Mubarak et al., 2021) which
has segments of maximum length of 15 seconds.

Table 4: Values of Baseline-small hyperparameters
CNN: refers to CNN module kernel, Att: attention, Enc:
encoder, Dec: decoder, and FF: fully connected layer

Model BPE Att heads CNN Enc layers Dec layers dk FF units
Baseline-small 500 4 15 8 4 512 2048

MGB-tune 5000 8 31 12 6 512 2048

MGB2-tune-trans is a pretrained transformer
(Hussein et al., 2022) on 16KHz MGB-2 and then
fine-tuned. This is the state-of-the-art ASR trans-
former model on MGB-2 test set.

MGB2-tune-conf is a conformer trained on
MGB-2 16KHz. The training hyperparameters are
similar to the MGB2-tune-trans model.

MGB2-tune-best is the same model structure as
MGB2-tune-conf, except that the MGB-2 speech
recordings are down sampled from 16KHz to
8KHz.

Wav2Vec2. For the unconstrained submissions
we fine-tuned the self-supervised, Wav2Vec2
model XLSR-53. We fine-tune these models, gen-
erally following the method described in (Baevski
et al., 2020): we added a single additional linear
layer at the output of the XLSR-53 model corre-
sponding to the number of BPE units, and fine-
tuned using the CTC loss on the the normalized
target transcripts. Baevski et al. (2020), only use
character outputs, but since many vowels are not
written in Arabic, we opted to instead use a small
number of BPE units (400, which is roughly the
number of digraphs in Arabic) so that hidden vow-
els might be modeled by surrounding context. As
in (Baevski et al., 2020), we froze only the feature-
extractor, i.e., the convolutional layers in the model

during fine-tuning. We trained with the Adam op-
timizer, using a learning rate of 1e-05, with 8000
warmup steps, after which the learning rate was
decayed exponentially with a decay rate of 1e-05.
We used a gradient threshold of 5.0, and a weight
decay of 1e-06.

We decode using a WFST decoder for CTC mod-
els (Miao et al., 2015) implemented in k2.3 We
trained a 3-gram language model on the Tunisian
transcripts, and used a “pronunciation” lexicon
mapping words to BPE units. We augmented the
fixed vocabulary with the BPE units themselves,
which enables the decoder to decode OOVs (about
5% of the tokens), by taking back-off transitions in
the language model.

Looking at rows “(A) Baseline” and “(C)
Wav2Vec2-tune” in Table 5, we see that fine-tuning
the XLSR-53 model provided very marginal gains
over the baseline model.

MGB-2 TA

Model dev test dev test1

(A) Baseline - - 40.8 45.2
(A) Baseline-small - - 40.8 44.8

(B) MGB2-tune-trans 14.6 14.2 40.5 44.1
(B) MGB2-tune-conf 13.0 13.2 40.1 44.9
(B) MGB2-tune-best 13.0 13.3 38.8 43.8

(C) Wav2Vec2-tune - - 40.6 44.5

Table 5: WER (%) of ASR models.

The best ASR peformance on the TA test1 set
is achieved by MGB2-tune-best. This model is
a large conformer model pre-trained on down-
sampled 8KHz MGB-2 data and fine-tuned on
the Tunisian training data. The MGB2-tune-conf
model achieves (to our knowledge) a new state-of-
the-art on the MGB-2 dataset, with relative im-
provements of 10% on dev and 7% on the test
MGB-2, comparing to MGB2-tune-trans.

4.2 MT experiments

We train the MT models as described in Section
3.2, with Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019). We use Sacre-
bleu (Post, 2018) to compute the case-insensitive
(all text in lowercase) BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
scores for the dev and test1 sets. We test mod-
els using either the manual, source language tran-
script (“Gold Source”), or the ASR output (“ASR
Source”), as shown in Table 7. The “ASR Source”

3https://github.com/k2-fsa/k2
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for all the MT models in Table 7 was generated
by ASR model “(A) Baseline” for fair comparison
among MT models.

Condition A B
Encoder layers 6 6
Encoder embed dim 512 512
Encoder ffn embed dim 1024 2048
Encoder attn heads 4 8
Decoder layers 6 6
Decoder embed dim 512 512
Decoder ffn embed dim 1024 2048
Decoder attn heads 4 8

Table 6: MT model parameters. (* “ffn”: feed-forward;
“attn”: attention)

Gold Source ASR Source

Model dev test1 dev test1

(A∗) Ta2En-e2e, raw - - 16.7 13.7
(A∗) Ta2En-basic, raw 24.7 20.9 18.1 15.3
(A) Ta2En-basic 25.3 21.2 18.7 16.1

(B) Msa2En 3.5 2.8 - -
(B) Msa2En-tune 27.4 24.2 19.8 17.0
(B) Ta2En-bt 12.1 11.2 - -
(B) Ta2En-bt-tune 27.6 24.2 19.9 17.2

(B) Ta2En-bt-tune, best 29.0 25.0 20.5 17.8

Table 7: BLEU scores of various MT models using
either the gold reference transcripts or ASR hypotheses.
Bold values indicate the best among comparable results.
Bold and underlined values are the best overall results
using different hyperparameters.

Ta2En-basic. The model parameters can be
found in Table 6 Condition (A). We use 4000 BPE
units for Tunisian Arabic, and 4000 BPE units
for English. We train with the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2015); each batch contains max-
imum 4096 tokens; the maxiumum learning rate
is 5e-04, attained after 4000 warm-up steps, and
then decayed according to an inverse square root
scheduler; we use dropout probability of 0.3; the
model is trained for 50 epochs.

We first evaluate the effects of Arabic text nor-
malization. Without text normalization, as shown
in Table 7 (A∗) Ta2En-basic,raw, the BLEU scores
are consistently worse on both dev and test1 sets re-
gardless of the input source (gold vs. ASR). There-
fore, we use normalized Arabic text for all the
other MT experiments. This simple pre-processing
was the greatest source of improvement that did

not involve training on additional bi-text, or hyper-
parameter tuning.

Msa2En and Msa2En-tune. The model param-
eters can be found in Table 6 Condition (B). We
use 2000 BPE units for the combined MSA and
Tunisian Arabic, and 2000 BPE units for the com-
bined English from conditions (A) and B. The
hyper-parameters are identical to those used when
training “Ta2En-basic”, except that we increase the
batch size to maximum 20000 tokens. When fine-
tuning, we reduce the maximum learning rate to
4e-05, and the batch size to 2048 tokens.

Comparing rows (B) Msa2En and (B) Msa2En-
tune in Table 7, we see a large improvement
in BLEU scores from this fine-tuning procedure,
which is reasonable, since direct application of the
(B) Msa2En without fine-tuning results in signifi-
cant dialect and domain mismatch. However, com-
paring rows (B) Msa2En-tune and (A) Ta2En-basic,
we see that pre-training on unrelated data and fine
tuning with in domain data improves the MT per-
formance on both dev and test1 sets.

Ta2En-bt and Ta2En-bt-tune. We then examine
to what extent back-translation of MSA source sen-
tences to synthetic Tunisian Arabic text improves
adaptation of the MSA MT system. We use the
same BPE models as the one used for Msa2En, as
well as the model parameters and training hyper-
parameters. The tuning hyper-parameters are the
same as used for the Msa2En-tune.

An interesting finding, comparing the Msa2En
and Ta2En-bt models, neither of which is fine-
tuned on any Tunisian-English data, is that the
Ta2En-bt performs, on average, ∼8 BLEU bet-
ter on the dev and test1 set, which indicates that
our method to reduce dialect mismatch between
MSA and Tunisian is helpful. After fine tuning, the
Ta2En-bt-tune still shows some marginal improve-
ment over the Msa2En-tune model.

Ta2En-bt-tune, best The training and tuning
data are exactly the same as the one used for the
Ta2En-bt-tune, except that we increased the BPE
units from 2000 to 32, 000, for both Tunisian and
English. We also increased the model size, using
the model parameters according to the original im-
plementation (Vaswani et al., 2017). This model
gave the best MT performance on both dev and
test1 sets.
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MT Model

(A) Ta2En-basic (B) Msa2En-tune (B) Ta2En-bt-tune, best

ASR Model dev test1 test2 dev test1 dev test1 test2

(A) Baseline 18.7 16.1 17.1 19.8 17.0 20.7 17.8 18.9
(B) MGB2-tune-conf 18.7 15.8 - 19.7 16.9 20.5 17.6 -
(B) MGB2-tune-best 19.1 16.3 - 20.0 17.4 20.7 18.0 -
(C) Wav2Vec2-tune 18.3 15.6 - 19 16.9 20.3 17.5 18.7

Table 8: BLEU scores on the dev, test1 and test2. For the submission, for the basic condition, we use ASR model
“(A) Baseline” and MT model “(A) Ta2En-basic”; for the dialect adaptation condition, we use ASR model “(A)
Baseline” and MT model “(B) Ta2En-bt-tune,best”; for the unconstrained condition, we use ASR model “(C)
Wav2Vec2-tune” and MT model “(B) Ta2En-bt-tune,best”. The BLEU scores for the evaluation set are in bold text.

4.3 ST experiments
For our cascaded ST system, we chose the ASR
and MT models that gave the best BLEU scores on
the dev set in each condition. During the evalua-
tion period, we ran our ST system and generated
translations of the blind evaluation set (test2); the
BLEU scores on this set were calculated by the
organizers and provided to our team. The results
are listed in Table 8.

For the “Basic condition” submission, we used
ASR model: “(A) Baseline” and MT model: “(A)
Ta2En-basic”. For the “Dialect adaptation condi-
tion” submission, we used ASR model: “(A) Base-
line” and MT model: “(B) Ta2En-bt-tune, best”.
For the “Unconstrained condition” submission, we
used ASR model: “(C) Wav2Vec2-tune” and MT
model: “(B) Ta2En-bt-tune, best”.

Note that we actually have better ST perfor-
mance with ASR model “(B) MGB2-tune-best”,
consistently with all MT model combinations.
However, the training of this ASR model was only
completed after the evaluation period, therefore we
did not use it for our final submission.

5 Conclusion

We have detailed the our submission for the IWSLT
2022 dialect speech translation task. We briefly
compared end-to-end to cascaded systems and
found that cascaded models were slightly outper-
forming their end-to-end counterparts despite, a
relative abundance of training data.

We demonstrated that increased text normaliza-
tion, and back-translation to reduce dialect mis-
match improved speech translation performance.
Finally, we described two ways of using extra mis-
matched dialect resources and found surprisingly

that using additional unlabeled data through the use
of the XLSR-53 model resulted in only small im-
provements. Using additional large labeled MSA
resources resulted in slight improvements to the
ASR, and modest improvements in MT.

Future work should expand upon the back-
translation results to determine the optimal method
for minimizing the dialect mismatch when aug-
menting training with additional bi-text.
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